
Request for Decision 

Vicious Dog Notice Appeal - #629189

 

Presented To: Hearing Committee

Presented: Thursday, Mar 12, 2015

Report Date Wednesday, Mar 04,
2015

Type: Public Hearings 

Recommendation
 THAT the City of Greater Sudbury uphold the Vicious Dog
Notice #629189, issued to Daniel Ross. 

AND THAT the City of Greater Sudbury ______________ the
request of the appellant to modify the Notice to remove the
requirement of muzzling only while the dog is swimming,
provided that the dog be leashed at all times. 

Finance Implications
 No Finance Implications. 

Background

City of Greater Sudbury By-law 2002-285, as amended, became
effective on January 1, 2003 and regulates the keeping of
animals and the registration of dogs and cats.  Part VIII of the
by-law entitled "Vicious Dogs"; section 21 of the by-law, contains
provisions for the issuance of a Vicious Dog Notice to owners of
dogs that have attacked a person or domestic animal without
provocation.
 
The effect of the notice is to ensure the owner of a dog deemed vicious by receipt of the notice, muzzle and
leash the dog when not inside the owner's dwelling at all times. 
 
The by-law is specific about how the process is carried out and the contents of the notice.  Several
provisions in the by-law for the issuance of the notice are mandatory requirements of the Registrar and of
the recipient of the Notice. 
 
This section also provides for an appeal of the notice by the owner of the dog requesting a hearing of the
matter by Council or Committee of Council.  The Committee may uphold the notice and its contents, exempt
the owner from the muzzling or leashing requirements or from both, or may modify the conditions for
muzzling or leashing.
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By-law Procedure Vicious Dog Notice - 629189
 
Subsection 2.(1) of By-law 2002-285 designates the Manager of Compliance and Enforcement Services for
the City of Greater Sudbury as the Registrar pursuant to the By-law, and By-law Officers in Compliance and
Enforcement have been appointed by the Registrar to perform the task of issuing Vicious Dog Notices
pursuant to the by-law. 
 
Subsection 21.(2) of the by-law states "Where the Registrar is informed upon written complaint, and is
satisfied that the dog has attacked without provocation or bitten a person or domestic animal, and had
further been provided with satisfactory evidence as to the name and address of the owner of the dog the
Registrar shall serve notice on the owner of the dog that the dog is deemed to be a vicious dog and requiring
the owner to comply with any or all of the requirements set out in Subsections 21(4) and 21(5)."
 
A written complaint was received requesting that the dog named Harley be deemed vicious, based on an
incident on April 24, 2014 where the complainant and their dog were attacked.  A copy of the Victim
Statement is Attachment 1 to this report.
 
The letter contains information regarding past attacks which were not reported prior, and the attack
describing the incident which happened on April 24, 2014. The victim states that they were walking on their
street with their two dogs both held on a lease, that being a 7 lbs. Yorkie and Lab, with a family
member. The victim describes that their dogs started barking as they saw the dog charging towards them
out of the dog’s driveway.  “Teeth are bared and its hair is up on its back”. It was then described that the
victim started yelling while the dog circled around their Lab “several times, charging and growling ferociously
and trying to bite them. My dog lay down. My family member was trying to get between that dog and my
lab”. The victim then describes the dog went after their Yorkie. “He jumped on Tiger, flattened him to the
ground with his paws and body. Then he grabbed a hold of my dog with his mouth around his neck.
We were both screaming at the dog. I pushed him off and he bit the sleeve of my polar fleece jacket.” Then
the victim describes that they saw the owner of the dog racing towards them, yelling at his dog who got
away several times. “When he caught the dog, he slapped the dog under the chin. He pulled the dog into his
yard”, and then they left and went home. 
 
Greater Sudbury Animal Control (GSAC) investigated this incident and it was recorded in the report by the
Animal Control Officer that the owner, Mr. Daniel Ross was very co-operative when receiving Provincial
Offence Notices for “Permit Dog to Attack” and “Permit Dog to run at large”, on April 26, 2014.  The dog
owner confirmed the incident, and provided proof they have been trying to deal with the dog’s behavior by
taking their dogs to obedience training at Skiplin Kennels.  
 
The registration of the dog that attacked is #2014 D-4734 and confirms ownership of the dog to Daniel Ross,
Hanmer, Greater Sudbury [Attachment 2 to this report].
 
The owner Mr. Daniel Ross plead guilty to the offence “Permit Dog to Attack”, paying a fine and costs of
$125, and the charge for “Dog to run at large” was withdrawn by the prosecutor, with court completion date
of July 4th 2014.  A copy of the Certificate of Offence is Attachment 3 to this report.
 
A Vicious Dog Notice, #629189, dated September 11, 2014, was prepared and delivered to the registered
owner of the dog. One copy of the notice was hand delivered by GSAC to the owner and another copy was
delivered registered mail. The notice contains the requirements of Subsections 21(4) and 21(5) of the
by-law; ensuring the dog is muzzled and leashed when not inside the owner's dwelling unit, notifying the
owner of his requirement to provide a change of address, the owner's right to appeal the notices and the
effective date of the notice, pursuant to subsections 21(6), 21(7) and 21(8) of the by-law. The Vicious Dog



effective date of the notice, pursuant to subsections 21(6), 21(7) and 21(8) of the by-law. The Vicious Dog
Notice is attachment 4 to this report. 
 
Appeal Notice
 
A letter of Appeal of the Vicious Dog Notice dated September 24, 2014, sent by the dog owners, requests to
modify the muzzling restriction while the dog is in the water for the purpose of swimming and agrees to the
leashing requirement.   A copy of the Letter Requesting Appeal is Attachment 5 to this report.  The hearing
was scheduled, and a notice was sent to the owners of the dog advising of the date and time of this hearing. 
A copy of the notice of the Appeal Notification is Attachment 6 to this report.
 
Conclusion
 
The Registrar is confident that the Vicious Dog Notice issued to Mr. Daniel Ross satisfies the requirements
of By-law 2002-285, Part VIII, Section 21, a By-law to regulate the keeping of animals and the registration of
dogs and cats.  The purpose of the notice is to mitigate the recurrence of similar incidents and provide an
assurance of safety for the area residents and the general public. The Registrar is of the opinion that, due to
the dog owner taking responsibility for the offence of ‘Permit dog to Attack’, a specific modification to the
Notice of allowing the dog to swim without a muzzle providing the dog is still leashed at all times, will not
jeopardize the safety of the area residents and the general public.
 
The Registrar recommends that the Vicious Dog Notice be upheld by the Committee and that the Committee
considers modifying the Notice to remove the requirement of muzzling only while the dog is swimming,
provided that the dog be leashed at all times.

  




















